et al.: Student search engine project wins $10,000 prize
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Student
search engine
project wins
$10,000 prize
Tim Borny ('14) received

an early graduation gift a $10,000 prize from the
"Dream It. Code It. Win It."
competition for his senior
integrated science and technology capstone project. The
MIT Club of New York sponsors the competition. Borny
developed an Internet search
engine, called Caddo, to
"allow users to discover and
learn about the core concepts of any discipline they
might be interested in even
if they don't know what those
core concepts are yet." In
other words, a user has the
capability to begin a search
without knowing precisely
what they're looking for. The
search engine, available in
40 languages, is currently
available in beta version.
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-+ CHECK OUT Barny's
search engine at oaddo.org
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